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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

 

by Alan Bauer 

 

Hello everyone, I hope that all of you are doing OK and are staying healthy during these very 

difficult times. There are many topics to discuss in this issue of the News, so let me start with a 

summary of our reimagined Annual Meeting.  This year we did it with ZOOM in mid-August and 

it was quite successful.  We had over twenty members in attendance and we could see all of them 

on our computer screens.  It was truly a very different meeting, but we managed to get through all 

of the business.  Greg has put together the Minutes, which appear later in this issue of the News, 

so I won’t steal his thunder, but there are a couple of items that I want to highlight and ask our 

members for input on.  Finally, regarding the meeting itself, it was recorded and if any of the 

members would like to watch the recording, please email me and I will send you the link.  Now 

on to the meeting highlights. 

 

First, we had transitions of two of our operating functions.  Ken Washington took over from Wally 

Green as Webmaster and Anna Trischan took over from Jim Gaul as our Auctioneer.  I would like 

to thank Wally and Jim for their combined many years of service and know that they will both 

continue assisting us if we need any help in these two important roles.  We welcome Ken and Anna 

to their new roles and wish them much success.  They will appreciate all the help they can get.  

Anna needs lots of auction lots, so dig in and find all the items that are surplus to your collections 

and send them to her.  Ken needs ideas to make the website better.  Wally made our new design 

work very well and uploaded an unbelievable amount of content to provide research facilities to 

our members.  Going forward, Ken will be working on several projects that were discussed in our 

IMPORTANT NEWS FROM YOUR TREASURER: MATCHING FUNDS 2020 

In 2019, an anonymous friend of The Society for Hungarian Philately stepped forward and 

offered to put up $500 in matching funds going towards donations made to the Society.  The 

SHP accepted the offer and met the challenge.  Donations received during the year 2019 

(including the match) amounted to $1125.00.  That is more than double the total ever received 

in a previous year.  It also allowed the treasury to finish the year in the black, which is the first 

time in the past 5 years. 

Our benevolent donor was very pleased with the results.   Because of this, our friend has once 

again stepped forward to pledge an additional $500 for the year 2020.  That is a most generous 

offer.  Such funds, when matched by membership donations, will ensure that the Society is 

able to continue its philanthropic contributions to Hungarian philately, while remaining solvent 

in the face of the ever-increasing costs of operation.  

A donation of any amount from members or friends is always appreciated. For your 

contributions to be matched in 2020 – they must be received by November 1.  Donations can 

be made via PayPal at shptreasurer@tctwest.net.  Checks may be mailed to The Treasurer, PO 

Box 802, Powell, WY 82435. 

 

mailto:shptreasurer@tctwest.net
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meeting.  Chris Brainard brought up several ideas to provide new functions to our users.  They are 

as follows: 

 

1) A ‘Stamp Archives’ section with listings, scans, descriptions of stamps, etc. 

2) Learning Center – including tutorials on Occupation stamps identification, identifying 

other stamps, varieties, watermarks and others 

3) ‘The Catalog’ – specialized listings, postal stationery, Occupations, etc. 

4) Member special pages – a place for members to show off their special stamps 

 

I would appreciate it if our members could weigh in on which of these they would like to see 

developed, as well as providing any other ideas about new features you would like to see on the 

website. 

 

We will be kicking off a Yugoslav Study Group that will be chaired by Tom Healey.  Robert Lauer 

and Patrick Moore will be on the committee which will be getting started over the next several 

weeks.  If you have any ideas about the group or would like to join in, please let any of them or 

myself know and Tom will involve you in the upcoming meetings. 

 

Some of you have asked about the development of Andor Hoboday’s catalogue.  It should have 

appeared last year, but was delayed by the many new findings that were being sent to him, as well 

as the Covid crisis.  I will check with Csaba to get an update and will pass it on to our members. 

 

Finally, we decided to have another one of these meetings for all of the membership in six months.  

This will be less formal with the aim of meeting other members, do some socialization and maybe 

take care of a little business.  Let us all keep healthy and stay safe.  

 

And, for those of us who are spending more time at home …….……we wish you happy stamping! 

 
 

 

THE WEBMASTER’S REPORT 

 

by Kenneth Washington 

 

Introduction 

 

Hello again, everyone!  This is my first solo webmaster report and I want to start off by thanking 

my predecessor Wally Green for all the help and guidance that he has provided in this transition 

so far.  Learning the ins and outs of the website has been exciting, but I am still relatively new to 

the process.  One of my main goals is to help enhance our user experience, so if anyone has any 

ideas on improving the site’s features or efficiency, please feel free to shoot me an email.  
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Website Usage 

 

From June to the end of August, we had 446 unique visitors, which is down 35.2% from the 

previous 90 days.  In total there were 654 sessions, which is also down around 29.9%.  While 

notable, these declines were to be expected since the site was down for a few days due to server-

side issues.  The bounce rate, which is the percentage of people who come to the site and leave 

only having viewed a single page, is about 54%, which is up from the last report.  This is within 

the normal range, but we should expect it to improve as more additions and tweaks are made to 

the site.  On a positive note, the session duration was up 44%, which indicates that when the site 

was accessible users, were still very much engaged. 

 
 

 

WELCOME & KUDOS 

  

A warm welcome to new members Lorinc Borda from Zebegény, Hungary and Vladimir Zahorec 

from Rüschlikon, Switzerland, as well as to returning member Bruce Branson of Lone Pine, 

California. 

 

Kudos to Judith Kennett, her article on the 4f local postal stationery card from the 1926-1930 

period, which appeared in this year’s first issue of The News (January-March 2020) was 

republished in the FIP Postal Stationery Commission Newsletter for July 2020.  Well done, Judy! 

  
 

 

SHP ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2020: MINUTES 

 

by Greg Gessell 

 

The 2020 Annual General Meeting was held on Saturday, August 22, 2020 via Zoom and we had 

21 members in attendance.  Alan Bauer, our President, convened the meeting and welcomed all 

attendees.  In addition, he had a special greeting/message from Mr. Ito, who was unable to attend.  

The agenda was previously sent out to all members and the Secretary, Greg Gessell, read last year’s 

minutes, which were approved.  Wes Learned presented the Treasurer’s Report, which was 

approved.  Prior to approval, several questions were asked and answered on how the Society was 

doing financially (great!) and how we had an anonymous benefactor who was willing to match 

any donated funds up to $500 per year.  In addition, more items, both consigned and donated, were 

being sold through the auction, which also raised more funds.  Alan Bauer (for Jim Gaul) presented 

the Auctioneer’s Report which was accepted and approved.  Robert Lauer presented the Editor’s 

Report, which was followed by a discussion on how much less expensive it is to create and mail 

the report from Canada, and in color no less!  

 

Alan started the discussion of “Old Business”, which mainly focused on two transitions.  First, 

Anna Trischan has replaced Jim Gaul as Auctioneer.  Jim was thanked for all of his hard work 

maintaining the Auction plus enhancing it with many more pictures which has surely generated 
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more bids.  Alan will be scheduling a transition meeting to ensure a smooth change of 

responsibilities.  Second, Ken Washington has replaced Wally Green as the Webmaster.  Wally 

was thanked for all of his hard work maintaining our website plus starting so many web projects!  

One of these was ensuring every copy of previous newsletters were uploaded to the site allowing 

members access to all of the research already published.  Alan will be scheduling another transition 

meeting to ensure a smooth change of these responsibilities. 

 

Alan then discussed “New Business”, which focused on five areas;  

1. Auction Enhancements. It was suggested that non-members be allowed to VIEW auction 

items, but if any non-member wanted to bid on an item – they would have to join the 

Society first.  This was approved.  Limited, on-line bidding with one time posting of bids 

(one week prior to auction close) was discussed to help raise auction prices. This was NOT 

approved. 

2. Advertising. This was discussed since it does raise a significant amount of money with 

little cost.  Several societies and stamp selling/auction entities will be asked if they would 

like to submit an advertisement within our Newsletter – which was approved.     

3. Membership.  Ways to obtain new members was discussed with more specific discussion 

to follow at the next meeting.  A discussion followed on “why” members leave.  It was 

determined that the Secretary will call any member who decides to leave SHP…just to find 

out if we could do something better in the future.   

4. New Website Features.  Chris Brainard and Wally Green discussed what could be added 

or enhanced within the website.  The ‘Stamp Archive’, which includes listings, scans and 

descriptions will be reviewed.  A ‘Learning Center’ with tutorials on how to identify stamp 

varieties, Occupation stamp forgeries, etc was discussed with Chris offering to help with 

his vast expertise on occupation overprints.  A ‘Catalog’, with specialized listings of 

stamps, postal stationery and occupation overprints, will be reviewed and possibly 

implemented.  A ‘Member Specialty Page’, which will be an area for members to show off 

their special stamps will be added to the “things to do” list. 

5. Finally, a committee headed by Tom Healey was charged with organizing a Yugoslavia 

Study Group.  Work will start on that project shortly! 

 

There was consensus for holding the next Annual General Meeting in conjunction with the Great 

American Stamp Show, Aug 12-15, 2021. 

FROM ANNA TRISCHAN - YOUR NEW AUCTIONEER  

A big THANK YOU to Jim Gaul for his service to the SHP as auctioneer.  He has been very helpful 

during this transition period and will continue to mentor me as I assume my new role. 

We are extending the bidding deadline for the auction 2020D to December 10th because, due to mailing 

delays, some members are receiving their paper copies of the auction listing after the auction has 

already closed.  Jim did such a great job building the auction – let’s keep the auction strong!  Send in 

your consignments and donations to be included in future auctions.  Remember, individual lots must 

have enough value for a minimum bid of at least $5.00.  Thank you for your support of the SHP auction, 

and hope to hear from you soon. 
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THE RUMINATIONS OF YOUR EDITOR 

 

by Robert Lauer  

  

September 2020 marks the 80th anniversary of Hungary’s recovery of Northern Transylvania from 

Romania in 1940.  Of all of Hungary’s territorial losses under the Treaty of Trianon, Transylvania, 

or Erdély, contained the largest number of Hungarians – 1.6 million or half of the 3.2 million 

Hungarian who found themselves on the wrong side of the new Trianon frontiers.  (See Csaba 

Kohalmi’s article later in this issue of The News “The Beginnings of The Hungarian Irredentist 

Movement in 1920”.)  Following the Soviet seizure of the Romanian provinces of Bessarabia and 

Northern Bukovina in June 1940, Hungary decided to press its longstanding demands for the return 

of Transylvania.  Both Hungary and Romania mobilized their armies on the border between the 

two countries.  Hitler, needing both access to the Hungarian railway system and Romanian oil for 

his planned invasion of the Soviet Union, pushed the two adversaries to negotiate a settlement to 

the border issue.  Hungarian and Romanian delegations met in Turnu Severin, in Romania, in 

August with no results, as the Romanian representatives refused to countenance any adjustment of 

the frontier.  In order to prevent an armed conflict between the two countries, Hitler decided to 

impose a solution.  In the Second Vienna Award of August 30, 1940, Germany and Italy transferred 

all of northern Transylvania, including the city of Kolozsvár and the Székelyföld (the westernmost 

region of Transylvania inhabited by the Hungarian speaking Székely) from Romania to Hungary.  

The geographic extent of this territory is illustrated in the map below.  Hungarian troops moved 

across the Trianon borders on September 5th and completed the occupation of the recovered 

territories on September 13th.   
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In order to celebrate the return of this portion of 

the ancient Kingdom of Hungary, a special stamp 

was issued (see the cover of the July-September 

2015 issue of The News) and commemorative 

cancels with the town name and coat of arms 

were prepared for 20 of the larger towns in 

Visszatért Transylvania.  These commemorative 

cancellers were used alongside the new 

Hungarian c.d.s. cancellers for the town.  A strike 

from the commemorative canceller for 

Máramarossziget is illustrated above and covers with strikes of these commemorative cancels for 

Nagyvárad and Kolozsvár are illustrated on the back cover of this issue of The News.   

 

In addition to Csaba’s article on irrendentism, which deals with a number of very interesting 

‘cinderella’ vignettes, this issue of The News also features the fifth and final installment of Derick 

Paternak’s opus on Hungarica and the first part of a wonderfully detailed article by Florent Tricot 

on postage due during the Hungarian Hyperinflation of 1945-46.  Thank you, gentlemen, for your 

excellent contributions. 

 

One thing that I did not realize until I was going through Florent’s article is that there were two 

different printings of nine values of the first series of the 1945 surcharged postage dues, one by 

the Athenaeum printing house and the other by the State Printing Works, and that these printings 

are identifiable by the shape of the letters and numerals in the surcharge.   There were also two 

values of the 1945 surcharges on regular postage stamps that were printed by both printers with 

the same identifying characteristics: the 80f on 80f and the 1P on 70f.  Both of the underlying 

stamps are from the 1944 “Nagyasszonyok” series featuring portraits of famous Hungarian 

women.  Examples of both printings for these two stamps are illustrated below. 

 

   
 

Both of these denominations come from the first series of the 1945 Provisionals issued on June 1, 

1945.  Both Stanley Gibbons and the Magyar posta-és illetékbélyeg katalógus list the 1945 

Provisionals in three series by date of issue: June 1st, July 18th and November 8th.  As usual, the 

listing in the Scott Catalogue leaves a little bit to be desired – it lumps all three series together and 

then divides them by the colour of the underprint, yellow or blue.   
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR – CLOSING THE LOOP 

 

Further to my article in the April-June 2019 issue of The News, 

“Searching For a Needle in The Philatelic Haystack”, I have found one 

of the two 'needles in the haystack' that I have been looking for - a 

cancellation from March 19, 1944, the day Germany occupied 

Hungary.  The Budapest 1 post office that is located on Castle Hill in 

Buda happened to be open on a Sunday.   

 

Key opposition political figures were quickly arrested.  Premier Miklós 

Kállai sought refuge in the Turkish Embassy.  Endre Bajcsy-Zsilinszky 

may have been the only person in Hungary to offer any resistance when 

he exchanged gunfire with the Gestapo coming to arrest him.  The 

lightning-fast occupation had German officers dining in Budapest 

restaurants by the early afternoon. 

 

Csaba L. Kohalmi 

 

 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR – TANÁCS OVERPRINTS 

 

Further to your article “The Two Shades of the ‘MAGYAR TANÁCSKÖZTÁRSASÁG’ Overprints” 

in the April-June 2020 issue of The News, I have been looking at a couple of hundred Communist 

overprints and have a question about the color.   

 

The 50f certainly looks brick red, but that seems to be an unusual shade.  The rest to me look like 

either a bright-carmine or a dark red and, to me, it looks like dark red is a separate color.  The 5f 

and 6f Harvesters that I have are all this dark red.  This color seems to reappear on some of the 

Parliaments and is obviously different (to me) than the bright carmine the way it appears on the 2f 

and 45f Harvesters.  The good examples of dark red, bright carmine and brick red all stick out.  In 

between, it is not so easy telling one from another. It's as though they were making up a batch 

every day a little bit different.  Some samples are below. 

 

   
   Dark Red                                 Brick Red                            Bright Carmine 

 

P. Clark Souers 
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Editor – When I got this note from Clark, I went back 

to my collections of these stamps and the first thing I 

noticed when I opened my used collection was two of 

the 10f Harvester stamps, one with a darker red 

overprint and the other with a distinctly brighter 

red/carmine (but not brick-red) overprint, similar to 

the scans of the two Harvester stamps from Clark 

above.   Hmmm… Clark may be on to something 

here.   

 

After some back and forth by email, Clark and I 

proceeded to do an overprint colour sort on the 

couple of hundred stamps that each of us have from 

this issue.  The results of this process are summarized 

in the table at left.  The cells with the bullets in them 

are the results from my sorting, those with the 

coloured fill are from Clark’s sorting of his stamps.  

The most consistently striking colour differences that 

we found were between the dark red on the 6f 

Harvester and the bright red/carmine on the 25f, 40f 

and 45f Harvesters.  I would be most interested in any 

thoughts from other members on this subject. 

 

 

 

 
 

Hungarian Soviet Republic Overprints

Bright

Value Dark Red Red/Carmine Brick-red

2f •

3f •

4f •

5f •

6f •

10f • •

15f • •

20f • • •

25f •

40f •

45f •

50f •

95f • • •

1K • • •

1K20 • •

1K40 • •

2K •

3K • •

5K • •

10K •
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MISCELLANEOUS HUNGARICA  

 

by Derick Pasternak 

 

In four previous articles, I have covered much of Hungarica, stamps of other nations reflecting 

historical, cultural, religious, and sport references to Hungary, as well as stamps about foreigners 

who influenced Hungarian history for better or worse (The News: April-June 2016, July-

September 2016, October-December 2017 and January-March 2019).  To this author’s 

embarrassment, I have recently discovered a number of items new to me in some not so recent 

copies of The News.  These, as well as a few newer issues are worth mentioning.  My first article 

included stamps dealing with the Hungarian flag.  Georgia #548 (subject: diplomatic relations) 

and North Macedonia #809 (subject NATO) display it.  There have not been any new stamps about 

Hungarian artists, creators, poets, or authors.  However, Djibouti #1501 SS, about composers, 

includes Haydn, whose Hungarian connections are well known.  Lithuania #816 is one of a number 

of SSs commemorating the millennium of the Lithuanian state - #816a shows Stefan Batory 

(Báthory István), king of Poland and Prince of Transylvania (Erdélyi Fejedelem), who established 

the University of Vilnius, among his other accomplishments in both countries.  Slovakia #706 

depicts the Andrássy family Mausoleum in Krásnohorské Podhradie (Krasznahorka Váralja).  

Romania’s ‘Famous Germans of Transylvania’ set of 2007 includes Hermann Oberth (#4991) and 

Stefan Roth (#4992), both cited in my earlier article.  In addition to the already mentioned SS 

depicting Miklós Horthy, Chad also published a sheet of Horthy stamps, not listed by Scott. 

 

Another painful reminder of Hungary’s 3-2 loss to West Germany at the 1954 soccer World 

Championships (predecessor of the World Cup) is Germany #B1141 with the inscription “Turek, 

du bist ein Fussballgott!” referring to the German goalkeeper’s heroic performance during that 

game.  Djibouti #1600 SS shows famous chess players, including the Hungarian phenomenon Judit 

Polgár. 

 

Among foreigners influencing Hungarian history, we have already cited stamps about St. Adalbert, 

who baptized Prince Géza and his son, St. Stephen.  This time he is on Poland #4412.  José Arturo 

Castellanos was a Salvadoran diplomat in Geneva who, with the assistance of György Mandl, 
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issued “Salvadoran citizenship” papers to Hungarian Jews during WW II.  In 1944, Swiss 

diplomats harbored many Jews with Salvadoran papers in Budapest.  El Salvador #1796 was issued 

in his honor.  Finally, a couple of negative foreigners, not cited before: Rudolf II Habsburg (Holy 

Roman Emperor, King of Hungary as I. Rudolf [1572-1608]) precipitated the Bocskai Uprising.  

He ended up ceding his Hungarian throne to his brother Matthias (II. Mátyás).  Rudolf is on 

Czechoslovakia/Czech Rep. #2466, #3015 SS, and #3434, mostly because he was a patron of the 

arts.  The nephew of the above-mentioned two, Ferdinand II Habsburg (Emperor, King of Hungary 

1618-37) was a rabid Counter-Reformation monarch, who fought and lost battles against Gábor 

Bethlen and persecuted Protestants.  He was partly instrumental in the genesis of the Thirty Years’ 

War, one of the bloodiest conflicts in Europe before WW I.  Why Slovakia #797 commemorates 

him is a mystery. 

 

Next are the stamps that fall into the other categories.  

As the race to issue more and more stamps in certain 

countries continues, they constantly search around for 

topics, and  railroads represent a subject that has 

driven literally hundreds of issues, not just from 

African and island countries, but from a few 

surprising sources as well.  Anniversaries of local 

railroads between Austria and Hungary have been 

commemorated: the Győr-Sopron-Ebenfurt railroad 

(RR) on Austria #1139 and #2406 and the Wiener 

Neustadt-Sopron RR on Austria #1729.  The first 

Hungarian RR connection was Budapest-Vác, commemorated on Grenada #2022 MS (stamp e).  

The 110th anniversary stamp for the Rijeka (Fiume) railway, Yugoslavia #1623, shows a 

locomotive that is almost certainly a MÁV 401 model, which we called the “Truman” back then, 

who knows why.  Other Hungarian locomotives are found on Croatia #850a (MÁV 424/JDZ/JZ 

11), Croatia #923b (MÁV 375/JDZ/HDZ/JZ 51), Gabon #988 (Hungarian “Bo-bo” electric), 

Ghana #2106 (Hungarian “M41”), Grenada Grenadines 1381i (MÁV BZMOT 601 1B1) and 

Guyana  #4301d (Hungarian electric (part of MS of 4, already listed under flags). 

 

Dogs are another favorite subject of stamps (including 

recognized breeds of Hungarian origin).  These include: 

Komondor on Nevis #1814b; Kuvasz on Chad #845D, 

Liberia #C202 and Nevis #1814c; Puli on Mongolia #1030; 

and Vizsla on St. Vincent #1538d and Solomon Islands 

#2168. 

   

Figure 2: Mongolia #1030. 

 

A few stamps around the world depict Hungarian geography, starting with the capital.  Austria 

#1368 marks an Oriental rug exhibition concurrently running in Vienna and Budapest.  Bulgaria 

#2837 was issued on the occasion of Socphilex 1988 (this one will appear again, later).  Cuba 

#2205a was issued on the occasion of a Youth Festival in Budapest.  Czechoslovakia #2425 and 

#2425a were issued to honor the Danube Commission and include a view of Parliament (this one 

Figure 1: Croatia #850a. 
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appears later, as well).  Czechoslovakia #2760-65 refer to a hunting exhibition in Budapest.  France 

#3986 is part of a series of SSs on European capitals.  It shows landmarks in Budapest, including 

the Chain Bridge, Matthias Church, Széchenyi Baths, and others.  Israel #1416 is a joint issue with 

Hungary, showing the Dohány Street Synagogue.  Japan #3167 is a SS on the 140th anniversary of 

diplomatic relations with Hungary that includes Parliament, Elizabeth Bridge, Herend china, and 

embroidery.  Romania #5168-71 depict landmarks in countries along the Danube.  The highest 

value (#5171) shows a partial view of Parliament along the river with a label that includes the 

current Hungarian coat of arms and a slightly incorrect map of the Danube bend and Budapest.  

São Tomé & Principe #1803 MS includes the Chain Bridge and #1860 shows a Budapest streetcar 

(villamos).  Tanzania #661 shows the cogwheel to Szabadsághegy in Budapest.  Yugoslavia 

honored the water polo world championship in Budapest on #2528. 

 

Countries along the Danube have issued many stamps about the river with a Hungarian connection.  

The Steamer Radetzky was built in the Óbuda Shipyards and sailed between Hungary and Romania 

for years.  In 1876 it was hijacked by a Bulgarian rebel and used in the struggle to liberate his 

country from the Turks.  Bulgaria #1502 commemorated the 90th anniversary of the liberation by 

depicting this ship.  Bulgaria #C134-35 relate to the Danube without Hungarian connection, but a 

MS of five each include two labels showing the course of the river, including the countries it runs 

through.  In 1980, Bulgaria issued a SS and a MS of eight, on the 125th anniversary of the European 

Commission of the Danube (Austria-Hungary was a founding member).  Since 1954, the 

headquarters of the successor Danube Commission are in Budapest.  Scott does not list these, but 

describes them in a narrative.  Bulgaria #3380 is a souvenir sheet that shows the Danube, including 

its course through Hungary.  Croatia #373 commemorates the 19th Conference of the Countries of 

the Danube Region, probably in connection with the Danube Commission.  The Danube flood of 

1965 affected Hungary significantly.  Czechoslovakia #1338 refers to the damage it did in 

Slovakia.  Czechoslovakia #2424-25 and #2424a-25a; Romania #3001, Michel Block 177 (no 

Scott listing) and #4834; Serbia #334; and Yugoslavia #1548-49, #1904 SS, #2223 SS, #2409 SS, 

and #2531-32 also commemorate the European 

Commission of the Danube (some were mentioned in the 

article on the Hungarian flag in the April-June 2016 issue 

of The News).  Other places in Hungary that are 

illustrated include: Fertő tó (the  Neusiedler See, shared 

with Hungary) on Austria #1284, #1928, #2539, and 

#2763; Fertőd (Esterházy castle) on Dominica #2684f; 

Gödöllő (Boy Scout Jamboree 1933, one of MS of 21 on 

Jamborees) on St. Vincent – Canouan #16d.  Szombathely 

on Bulgaria #2837 (Socphilex exhibition, Budapest & 

Szombathely); and Visegrád on Czech Republic #3490, 

Poland #4001 and Slovakia #611 (The “Visegrád 

process” joint issue with Hungary #4183). 

 

There have also been stamps that refer to world events that involved Hungary (I have excluded 

most World War I and II related stamps, because they don’t specifically relate to Hungary’s 

participation, with a few exceptions listed below).  The establishment of Austria-Hungary Dual 

Monarchy has been commemorated on Austria #2690 (the 150th anniversary of the compromise of 

Figure 3: Austria #1928 
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1867).  Bosnia-Herzegovina #256 shows an Austro-Hungarian military uniform and Liechtenstein 

#461 depicts the coat of arms of Austria-Hungary.  Russia’s declaration of war on Austria-Hungary 

in 1914 is the topic of Gambia #3553 and St. Vincent #3918 and #3921.  Romania #B227 shows 

Romanian troops crossing the Tisza during their war in 1919 against the Hungarian Soviet 

Republic (Tanácsköztársaság). This stamp was issued in 1943, when Romania and Hungary were 

supposedly on the same side during WW II!  Russia/Soviet Union naturally commemorated the 

Tanácsköztársaság on #4743 and #5769.  Russia/Soviet Union #1556-58 and #2268-29 recall the 

“liberation” of Hungary at the end of the Second World War.  Russia #7628, a fairly recent issue, 

shows the Soviet Medal for Liberation of Budapest in 1945. 

 

Several countries (as well as Hungary) have commemorated the victims of Auschwitz, where a 

large portion of Hungarian Jews perished.  These include: the German Democratic Republic #2294 

(Auschwitz-Birkenau Monument); Israel #1228, #1229 SS (40th anniversary of liberation), and 

#2010 (the violins at Auschwitz); Poland #1050, #1482 (Nazi camps – Auschwitz), #2082 (30th 

anniversary of liberation) and #4325 (Auschwitz – never again!); United States #2981e (Liberation 

of concentration camps – Auschwitz in January 1945); and Uruguay Michel #3400 (Scott number 

unknown: 50th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz). 

 

 
Figure 4: Uruguay Michel #3400 

 

Stamps related to the Uprising of 1956 include Austria #B268, which was overprinted 

(“Ungarnhilfe”), came out in late 1956 to benefit Hungarian refugees.  Austria #650, which was 

issued in 1960 in response to the UN’s declaration of the year of the refugees, shows a Hungarian 

refugee family.  The October-December 2009 issue of The News (Vol.40, #4) includes a copy of 

an FDC of this stamp that was returned by the Czechoslovak post, refused for political reasons.  

Austria #1465 and #2454 show the Monastery at Vorau in Styria, which housed Hungarian 

refugees in 1956, including the author.  Denmark also aided the Hungarian refugees of 1956 and 

issued #B24. Dominican Republic #B1-5 was issued for the same purpose.  On the other hand, 

German Democratic Republic #B30 (overprint “Helft dem Sozialistischen Ungarn”) was 

obviously aimed to help the Communist regime. 
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In 2009, Austria (#2219) and Germany (#2548) commemorated the 20th anniversary of Hungary’s 

opening of its Western border with Austria to allow East Germans to cross over.  This was a joint 

issue with Hungary (MBK #5000, Scott #4136); there is also a souvenir card with all three 

countries’ stamps.     

 

The Rubik’s Cube is on Lesotho #868, Moldova #1037, and 

Netherlands #1492b issued 2015. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Netherlands #1492b 

 

 

 

The name of the country in various languages can be seen on two Bolivian SSs not listed with 

Scott numbers, but commented on, following #801 and #851 (both refer to sporting events),  

Czechoslovakia #2567a (the Helsinki Conference), Germany #2050 (the Hague Peace 

Conference), and Paraguay #C363 (Munich Olympic medalists).  There have also been a few 

stamps issued with Hungarian words on them!  Denmark #B35-36 has “Vöröskereszt” (Red Cross) 

on the stamps.  Estonia #412 has “nyelv” on the stamp among the languages of the world, and 

United Nations #1210 on world languages includes the Hungarian greeting “szia”. 

 

Finally, there are a bunch of stamps that 

really cannot be placed in any category 

- truly miscellaneous Hungarica: 

Austria #B208 (the cup of I. Mátyás) 

and #1687 (operetta by Dostal: 

“Hungarian Wedding”); China P.R. 

#3310 (old Hungarian illuminated 

chronicle, Képes Krónika); Comoro 

Islands #1014 (Hungarian postal van); 

Cuba #2133 (a space stamp on stamp 

with Hungary  #1216); Estonia #295 

and #398 (Finno-Ugric languages); 

Great Britain – Jersey #1716 (the 

Hungarian Grand Prix of 1992); 

Grenada #4131 (one of 8 SSs depicting stamps #1 of UN members - Hungary #1 is #4131b); Iran 

#3027 (embroidery, a joint issue with Hungary #4178-79); Ireland #1542 (Enlargement of 

European Union - map including Hungary & other new members); Mongolia #828 (Hungarian 

post coach) and #1128j (space stamp on stamp with Hungary #C47?) and #1130 (allegedly an 

Austro-Hungarian car, “President”); Slovenia #948 (Hungarian smokehouse and pottery – a joint 

issue with Hungary); and Vatican #370 (16th century map of Poland, Moravia, & Hungary) and 

#1003 (anniversary of establishment of Greek Catholic Church, the “Union of Ungvár 

[Uzhhorod]”). 

Figure 6: China, People’s Republic #3310 
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WAYS OF COLLECTING POSTAGE DUE DURING THE HUNGARIAN 

HYPERINFLATION OF 1945-1946 – PART I 

 

by Florent Tricot  

 

Introduction 

 

The last part of the Second World War caused incredible devastation to Hungarian territory. In 

1945, everything had to be rebuilt on fragile foundations during a hyperinflation, including putting 

the postal service back in operation.    

 

The field of postage due during the Hungarian Hyperinflation of 1945-1946 remains to be studied 

in depth.   In his book, "The Hungarian Hyperinflation of 1945-1946" published in 2003, Robert 

Morgan had a section on postage due in Hungary during the Hyperinflation (pp.147-149), but 

indicated that many gaps remained in the understanding of this subject.  

 

One of the problems with the study of postage due during this period is that the postal regulations 

(Postai Rendeletek Tára or PRT) are missing prior to June 9, 1945, whereas the first period of the 

Hyperinflation began on May 1, 1945.  As long as these early postal regulations remain to be 

discovered, there is no way of knowing if there is continuity or discontinuity in postage due 

processes in Hungary between before and after the Hungarian Hyperinflation.  However, with 

access to a sufficiently large number of documents, one should, nevertheless, be able to outline 

what these processes were and what actually happened in this area of postal history.  In this context, 

I resolved to gather as many relevant documents as I could, an activity which is still ongoing. 

 

In his book, Robert Morgan indicated that no study had ever been done to ascertain the factual 

relative rarity of postage due covers from the Hyperinflation – how many postage due covers exist 

and from what rate periods.  While this is tough to know, I can report on what I have found during 

my few years of study in this area.  Based on the international philatelic sales that I have been able 

to consult, and, in particular, those in Hungary, roughly 2% of the hyperinflation postal documents 

are postage due (1 in 50).  The few collections that have been put on sale have not had many items, 

the percentage usually being even lower than this. The legendary collection of Gábor 

Visnyovszki's possessed only about ten postage due items.  If Robert Morgan’s 2003 estimate of 

there being roughly 15,000 documents still existing from the Hyperinflation is correct, there should 

be somewhere in the order of 300 Hyperinflation postage due documents out there.  

 

Having accumulated more than 200 documents myself, I decided that it was time to report on what 

I have found, which I intend to do through a series of several articles. Hopefully, the content of 

these articles will be the subject of some discussion among the members of SHP.  This first article 

is a global introduction to postal items on which the addressee had to pay a sum of postage due, in 

particular the use of stamps and other means of indicating a sum of postage due during the 

Hyperinflation. 
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The Postal Process of Collecting Postage Due From The Recipient 

 

There are two types of postage due: one with the consent of the recipient (some rates for postal 

parcels and reply-paid business mail) and one without the consent of the recipient (relating to a 

penalty). The documents presented in this article will come from both of these categories.  For the 

sake of length of this article, parcel cards will not be discussed here, they will be dealt with at a 

later date.    

 

To fully understand such documents, it is necessary to know how they were handled in the postal 

system.  Ideally, these documents were subject to the following process: 

1. A postal document was deposited in a mailbox or entrusted to a post office with insufficient 

or no postage. 

2. A postal worker from the dispatching post office noted the lack of postage and applied a 

postage due marking (Porto, P or T) on the document, either by stamp or handwriting.  He 

would also write the amount due from the recipient next to this mark. He was thus 

responsible for the calculation of this sum. 

3. The postal item was then sent to the delivering post office, where a postal worker confirmed 

the amount of the postage due by placing on the item either stamps in the amount due, or 

an office handstamp indicating the amount due. 

4. Finally, the postman from the delivering post office was responsible for going to collect 

the sum due from the addressee as a payment in cash against the delivery of the item. The 

recipient could also pay the amount due at the post office. 

(Future articles will detail how this process was sometimes subject to adjustment or even broke 

down completely.)  From the above process, one can see that a document for which a postage due 

sum is claimed during the Hyperinflation could very well include a sum relating to a pre-inflation 

tariff (March 2 to April 30, 1945) or have been processed after the end of the Hyperinflation (the 

day of grace of August 1, 1946 and a little later). As a result, the field of postage due documents 

from the Hyperinflation is slightly broader than that of other postal documents from this period. 

 

Postage Due Handstamps 

 

 
Figure 1 

 

                      

              Type T1 (Budapest, Guyla)          Type T2 (Budapest, Pécs)           Type T3           Type T4  

                                                                                          

                           Type T5                               Type T6                         Type T7                         Type T8 
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From the documents I have seen, I have been able to assemble a list of eight different types of 

postage due handstamp markings.  These are illustrated in Figure 1. While it is difficult to say 

whether these markings add any particular value to a document, from my observations, Type T8, 

and then Type T5, seem to be the least common.  Given the scarcity of documents on the market, 

any attempt to study the differentiated use of these handstamps by different post offices seems 

illusory.  Nevertheless, it seems that many post offices in Budapest, as well as in other Hungarian 

cities, used many of these types at the same time and that some types had different designs in 

different post offices.  Again, a detailed study of this subject remains to be done. 

 

Postage Due Stamps 

 

To indicate an amount of postage due to be collected, postage due stamps had to be used, at least 

if the post office had them at the time.  Frequently, though, this was not the case.  The supply of 

postage due stamps to individual post offices was often a problem during hyperinflation; post 

offices rarely had quantities of all denominations and the rapid increase in postal rates rendered 

much of the stock they did have functionally useless. 

 

The Pre-Hyperinflation “Brown” Postage Due Stamps 

 

From May 1 to May 31, 1945, Hungary used the postage due stamps that were already available 

during the Second World War.  They were brown and were issued in 1941 in two series 

distinguishable by their watermark. 

 

1. MBK 140 to 148 with face values of 2f, 4f, 6f, 8f, 10f, 12f, 16f, 20f and 40f; and   

2. MBK 149 to 164 with face values of 2f, 3f, 4f, 6f, 8f, 10f, 12f, 16f, 18f, 20f, 24f, 30f, 36f, 40f, 

50f and 60f. 

 

These brown postage due stamps, which are of little interest in their own right, bring a real added 

value to the documents of the Hyperinflation, because there are very few that bear these stamps.   

All values are known to have been used at least once on mail.  Obviously, where these stamps have 

been applied to pieces of mail, it is not possible to discern whether a stamp comes from the first 

or the second series where that face value occurs in both series.  The smallest face values can be 

seen used in large multiples, especially in Period 2 and Period 3.  For example, there are at least 

two documents with large numbers of 8f stamps from around September 15, 1945.   

 

These stamps were used by post offices until their supplies were exhausted or until the withdrawal 

of fillér denominated postage due stamps on October 22, 1945.  From October 22, 1945, (Period 

3), fillér denominations of postage due stamps were no longer used in postal operations (PRT 1945, 

1340910/A.4. page 223) and all fillér values of these stamps were removed from post offices, 

which definitively put a stop to the use of these brown postage due stamps.  It should be noted that 

the level of the postal rates in Period 3 and the rounding of amounts collected to the nearest Pengő 

had already limited their use.  I know of only one single envelope with brown postage due stamps 

that was processed in October 1945. 
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Figure 2: Postcard sent without postage from Budapest on May 1, 1945 (the first day of Period 1) to 

Székesfehérvár.  The rate for a domestic postcard was 60f.  The calculation of the sum due is 2×60f = 

120f = 1P20f.  In Budapest, a postal worker wrote "T 120f", which was crossed off in Székesfehérvár as 

the addressee might not have been at home for the first delivery attempt.  Finally, the amount "1.20" was 

written on the card with a signature authenticating the amount, and two 60f brown tax stamps were 

affixed next to the postage due handstamp of Type T4 and cancelled on May 8, 1945. 

 

  
 
Figure 3: Letter sent franked with 70f + 30f = 1P from Neszmély on June 29, 1945 (Period 1) to Csurgó. 

The rate for a domestic letter was 1P for the first weight category (up to 20g) and 2P for the second (21-

250g).  Obviously, this letter was in the second weight category as the calculation of the sum due is 

2×(2P-1P) = 2P.  The postage due was written as "T2P" on the front at the office in Neszmély.  Nineteen 

brown postage due stamps at 10f, two stamps at 4f and one stamp at 2f were affixed on the back of the 

envelope in Csurgó on July 3, 1945 (Period 2). 
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Figure 4: Local letter sent without postage from Budapest 62 on September 15, 1945 (the last day of 

Period 2).  The tariff (PRT 105.037 / A.4) for a local letter was 2P for the first weight category.  The 

calculation of the amount due is 2×2P = 4P.  The postage due is handwritten as "4.-" beside a postage 

due handstamp Type T6.  Fifty brown postage due stamps at 8f were applied and cancelled on  

September 17, 1945 (Period 3) at post office Budapest 741. 

 

The Hyperinflation’s Surcharged Postage Due Stamps 

The first surcharged postage due stamps of the Hyperinflation were issued by the Hungarian Post 

Office on June 1, 1945.  Given the increase in postage rates in Period 1, it became necessary to 

have higher value postage due stamps in order to collect the requisite amounts due.  With the 

limited resources available at the time, it was decided to use the existing stocks of the brown 

postage due stamps, but this time with a blue under-printing (different printings have different 

shades, from very light blue to sky blue) and overprinted "1945” and surcharged with either new 

fillér or pengő values.  This first series of surcharged postage due stamps was comprised of 16 

values overprinted in red: 10f on 2f, 10f on 3f, 20f on 4f, 20f on 6f, 20f on 8f, 40f on 12f, 40f on 

16f, 40f on 18f, 60f on 24f, 80f on 30f, 90f on 36f, 1P on 10f, 1P on 40f, 2P on 20f, 2P on 50f and 

2P on 60f and was printed by the private printing firm Athenaeum.  Nine values from this first 

series were also later reprinted by the Government’s State Printing Works (see below). 

 

As noted above, all of the postage due stamps with face values in fillér were withdrawn from use 

on October 22, 1945.  Thus, the mixed use of pre-inflation brown postage stamps and 

Hyperinflation’s surcharged postage due stamps was only possible between June 1, 1945 and 

October 22, 1945.  As a result, relatively few of these documents exist; roughly twenty are known. 

 

A second, and last, series of these Hyperinflation surcharged postage due stamps was issued on 

September 28, 1945 and contained three values all overprinted in black: 10P on 3f, 12P on 8f and 

20P on 24f.  All of these values were printed by the State Printing Works.  There are many varieties 

of printing offsets for the overprints or the blue background, as well as inverted overprints or 

missing overprints, all of which are very hard to find used on mail.   In view of the ever-increasing 

postal rates and the fact that the largest face value of these stamps was 20P, the use of these stamps 

beyond Period 6 (January 14-31, 1946) was not practical.  Already, in Period 5, one sees more and 

more postage due sums solely handwritten for a lack of appropriate values of postage due stamps 

or a lack of space on the document on which to paste them. 
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The table below sets out the quantities printed of each value of the Hyperinflation surcharged 

postage due stamps.  The quantities for the first 16 values include both those printed by Athenaeum 

and the State Printing Works. 

 

 
 

The majority of these stamps were never used because of the rate at which postal tariffs increased 

during the Hyperinflation.  As a result, most of these stamps can be easily found in mint condition. 

Almost all have a low catalogue value; the exception is the 20f on 6f.  It was issued in a very low 

quantity compared to the other denominations.  It is, by far and away, the rarest stamp of the 

Hyperinflation.  I have yet to see it used on a document; oddly, this is also the case, for the moment, 

for the 40f on 16f. 

 

 
 
Figure 5: Postcard insufficiently franked with 30f sent from Külsővat in the early days of Period 2 (dated 

July 1, 1945) to Eger.  The rate (PRT 105.037 / A.4) for a domestic postcard was 2P.  The calculation of 

the sum due is 2×(2P-30f) = 3P40f.  In Külsővat, the Post Office officer wrote "T 3P40" which was 

covered-up by two of the three postage due stamps applied in Eger: a 40f brown postage due stamp and 

two overprinted postage due stamps, a 1P on 40f and a 2P on 20f, which are cancelled "P" with the pen. 

 

Values Quantities 20f /8f 416.300 80f /30f 1.111.800 2P /50f 348.500 

10f /2f 660.900 40f /12f 745.800 90f /36f 534.200 2P /60f 704.000 

10f /3f 679.800 40f /16f 267.500 1P /10f 1.583.500 10P /3f 1.039.200 

20f /4f 245.700 40f /18f 303.100 1P /40f 2.198.600 12P /8f 226.000 

20f /6f 27.800 60f /24f 1.080.200 2P /20f 1.744.700 20P /24f 262.800 
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Figure 6: Postcard franked 2P, sent from Ózd on September 10, 1945 (Period 2) to Budapest. The sender 

used 10 postage stamps at 18f, which had been demonetized on August 15,1945 (PRT 105.037 / A.4), so 

they were not accepted as indicated by the outline in blue pencil.  The calculation of the sum due is 

2×1.80P = 3P60f.  In Budapest, five postage due stamps a 10f on 2f, a 40f on 12f, a 1P on 10f and a 2P 

on 60f were affixed and cancelled on September 14, 1945. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Correspondence between banks insufficiently franked with 4P sent from Nyíregyháza on 

September 18, 1945 (Period 3) to Budapest.  The domestic rate (PRT 127.000 / A.4) was 10P for the first 

weight category, 15P for the second.  Clearly, the sender should have franked the envelope for the second.  

The calculation of the amount due is 2×(15-4) = 22P, only a postage due marking of Type T7 was affixed 

to the envelope, the Budapest postal worker had to make the calculation.  In Budapest, six 2P on 60f 

postage due stamps, including 1 with the "engő" variety and ten 1P on 

40f postage due stamps are cancelled on September 24, 1945.  The hand-

stamped note on the back of the envelope applied at the bank in Budapest 

reads “Ezen levélért büntetés portót fizettünk 22.-“(we paid a penalty of 

22P for this letter). 
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Figure 8: An un-franked letter from Pécs on December 11, 1945 (Period 5) to Villány.  The domestic rate 

(PRT 138.000 / A.4) was 120P for the first weight category.  The calculation of the sum due is 2×120P = 

240P.  A postage due handstamp of Type T2 and "240" were applied to the envelope at Pécs.  In Villany, 

twelve 20P on 24f postage due stamps were affixed and cancelled on January 3, 1946. 

 

Nine values from the first series of the Hyperinflation surcharged postage due stamps were 

reprinted by the State Printing Works in the so-called ‘State Printing’.  These values were: 40f on 

12f, 40f on 16f, 40f on 18f, 80f on 30f, 1P on 10f, 1P on 40f (with 2 different types of the numeral 

“1”), 2P on 20f, 2P on 50f and 2P on 60f. 

 

No exhaustive study has been done about the State Printing of these values; though, Volume V of 

the A magyar bélyegek monográfiája does has some detailed information on the two printings.  

The exact quantities of this State Printing and when it occurred are not known.  All of the sources 

include both the stamps from the State Printing and Athenaeum Printing in the quantities of these 

stamps printed.  

 

Based on the relatively few documents that exist with stamps from the State Printing on them, it 

would appear that they were used from mid-September 1945, meaning that the fillér values were 

only used for a little more than a month until they were withdrawn on October 22, 1945.  It follows 

that the use of the postage due stamps from this printing was much rarer than stamps from the 

Athenaeum Printing, with the 80f on 30f and the 1P on 40f being the least common.  The 

documents that I have indicate that the 2P on 20f is the most common, since it was still in use in 

December 1945.  Because of the relatively low pengő values of these stamps (1P and 2P), they 

could only practically be used until the end of Period 5, which was January 13, 1946.  If any readers 

have documents with these stamps on them, please contact me with the details at 

inflahungtricot@gmail.com, as the establishment of a database from many collections would 

greatly increase our understanding of the use of this issue of postage due stamps. 
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Figure 9: The differences between the 

Athenaeum and the State Printings from Volume 

V of the A magyar bélyegek monográfiája, (page 

725).  The numerals and letters in the State 

Printing have sharper angles and are better 

drawn. The surcharges are in red as with the 

Athenaeum Printing, but the color is different; 

the hue is lighter - dull dark red for Athenaeum 

Printing, bright red to bright vermilion for State 

Printing. 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Figure 10: An official receipt, payable without penalty by the addressee (Hivatalból portóköteles), sent 

unfranked from Budapest on October 5, 1945 Period 3) to Szentes.  The current rates for official items are 

not known.  Here "6.-P" has been handwritten on the front.  In Szentes, five 80f on 30f and two 1P on 10f 

postage due stamps, all from the State Printing, were affixed and cancelled on October 10, 1945. 

Athenaeum: 

 

 

 

State: 

 

 

 

 

                                                                   Athenaeum:             State: 
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Figure 11: A local official postcard, with postage payable by the recipient (Hivatalból portóköteles under 

stamps on the front), sent unfranked from Soroksár on November 29, 1945 (Period 5).  The rate (PRT 

138.000 / A.4) for a local postcard was 50P.  Twenty-five 2P on 20f postage due stamps, all from the 

State Printing, were affixed and cancelled on November 30, 1945. 

 

 
 

Figure 12: A letter sent unfranked from Budapest on December 20, 1945 (Period 5) to Marcali.  

The rate (PRT 138.000 / A.4) for a domestic letter was 120P for the first weight category.  The 

calculation of the sum due is 2×120 = 240P, a postage due marking of Type T4 and "240.-" were applied 

to the envelope in Budapest.  Twenty 2P on 20f postage due stamps from the State Printing and twenty 

10P on 3f stamps from the second issue of Hyperinflation surcharged postage due stamps were affixed 

and cancelled on December 27, 1945. 
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Exceptional Use of a Blue Postage Due Stamp 

The cover that is illustrated in Figure 13 is nothing short of extraordinary.  Prior to the issuance 

of the brown postage due stamps in 1941, Hungary used a series of blue postage due stamps, 

which were withdrawn from use on December 31, 1942.  These stamps should no longer have 

been in post offices and should not appear on correspondence after this date.  Nevertheless, 

almost three years later, an 80f blue postage due stamp was used on the Hyperinflation cover 

illustrated below in Figure 13.  This cover was originally from the collection of Gábor 

Visnyovszki. 

 
 

Figure 13: A letter sent unfranked from Budapest on September 10, 1945 (Period 3) to Szekszárd.  The 

rate (PRT 127.000 / A.4) for a domestic letter was 3P for the first weight category.  The calculation of the 

sum due is 2×3P = 6P.  A postage due marking of Type T6 and "6P" were applied to the envelope in 

Budapest.  In Szekszárd, one 20f brown postage due stamp, four 1P on 10f surcharged postage due 

stamps and an 80f blue postage due stamp were affixed and cancelled on September 12, 1945. 

    

If having two different series of postage due stamps on a cover is unusual, having stamps from 

three series is extraordinarily rare.  This is the only example that I have seen of the use of a blue 

postage due stamp during the hyperinflation.  It may have been that this 80f stamp was stuck 

between two pages of the stock book of postage due stamps in the Szekszárd office for three years 

without anyone noticing it, until September 12, 1945. 

 

(To be continued; Part II in the October-December 2020 issue of The News.)  
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THE BEGININGS OF THE HUNGARIAN IRREDENTIST MOVEMENT IN 1920 

 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 

 
The forced acceptance of the provisions of the Treaty of Trianon signaled the start of the irredentist 

movement aimed at restoring the thousand-year-old borders of the Kingdom of Hungary.   The 

mechanical card, published by the Hungarian Women’s National Association, was used to 

illustrate the dismemberment of the kingdom. 

 

 
 

In the left, the ‘closed’ card shows the border of the Kingdom of Hungary between 896 and 1918.  On the 

right, the ‘opened’ card illustrates the areas detached from the kingdom and annexed by the successor 

states in clockwise order: Austria, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, and Jugoslavia.  The card also shows the 

number of ethnic Hungarians and land area affected. 

 

 Many different ‘Cinderella’ 

vignettes were also produced 

giving the same message 

about the dismemberment of 

the country.  ‘Nem! Nem! 

Soha!’ (No! No! Never!) 

became the slogan of the 

revisionist movement. 
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Two other examples of irredentist vignettes are shown below further exemplifying the widespread 

reluctance in accepting the peace treaty dictated the Entente Powers.  Both were issued by ELMA 

(Első Magyar Alkalmibélyeggyüjtő Egyesület = First Hungarian Commemorative Stamp 

Colletors’ Society) to drive home the point about the unjust dismemberment of Hungary.  On the 

‘green’ example, the word SOHA is prominently displayed in four languages.  On the ‘black and 

white’ example, the message is “IS THIS JUSTICE?  NEVER!  HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT 

IT?” in Hungarian and repeated in French. 
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However, I found that the next series of six different pictorial vignettes bearing the date 1920 best 

illustrate the emotional anguish the people of rump-Hungary felt about the loss of the large, 

historical towns in the detached areas. 

 

 
 

The first design shows an equestrian statue of Habsburg Empress Maria Theresa (king [not queen] of 

Hungary, 1740-1780) with the inscription ‘ÉLETÜNKET ÉS VÉRÜNKET ÁLDOZZUK POZSONYÉRT!’ 

(We are sacrificing our life and blood for Pozsony!). In Maria Theresa’s time, Pozsony was the capital of 

the Hungarian Kingdom.  The slogan recalls the oath given by the Hungarian nobles supporting their 

sovereign in the War of Austrian Succession (1741-1748) when she appeared in the Hungarian Diet 

holding her infant son pleading for funds for the army.  The vignette was printed in six color 

combinations and carried a face value of 2 korona that was collected as a donation for the irredentist 

movement.  The subsequently illustrated vignettes were also printed in the same six color combinations. 
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Left: The design depicts King Saint László (1077-1095), who built a basilica in Nagyvárad and was 

buried there.  The inscription read ‘SZENT LÁSZLÓ VÉDI NAGYVÁRADOT!’ (Saint László is protecting 

Nagyvárad!).  The ‘face value; of this item is also 2 korona.  Middle: The design shows a view of 

Komárom in 1849.  During the era of the Turkish conquest, Komárom was fortified in order to defend 

Vienna and became one of the strongest military installations in Europe.  Under General Klapka, the 

fortress held off the siege by the Habsburg army until October 1849, nearly two months after the 

surrender at Világos.  The text reads ‘HAGYJUK-E KOMÁROMOT?’ (Should we abandon Komárom?).  

The rectangle in the lower left shows a hand giving a ‘fityisz.’ (‘Fig sign’ used in multiple cultures with 

different meanings.  In Hungarian culture, it’s a gesture to indicate the denial of a request commonly 

used on whining children.)  Right: The design depicts a ‘kuruc’ cavalry soldier, the coat of arms and the 

Cathedral of Kassa.  ‘Kuruc’ is the tern used for soldiers in Ferenc Rákóczi’s army during his war of 

independence (1703-1711).  Rákóczi is buried in the cathedral.  The inscription reads ‘KURUCOK 

ELŐRE KASSÁRA!  (Kuruc [soldiers] forward to Kassa!).  The ‘face value’ of this vignette is 5 korona. 

 

 Left: The design shows the memorial in 

Arad to the 13 Hungarian generals of 

the War of Independence executed on 

October 6, 1849 by Habsburg General 

Haynau.  The names of the generals are 

inscribed to either side of the 

monument.  To this day, Hungarian 

government officials lay wreaths there 

(much to the chagrin of the Rumanians) 

on the anniversary which is an official 

day of mourning in Hungary.  The 

inscription reads ‘VÉRÜNKKEL 

SZENTELT FÖLD ARAD!’ (Earth made sacred with our blood Arad!).  The ‘face value’ of this vignette is 

1 korona.  Right: The design shows the equestrian statue of King Mátyás (sculpted by János Fadrusz in 

1902) in Kolozsvár, the birthplace of the Renaissance Hungarian king.  The statue was removed by the 

Rumanians in 1935 and its base demolished.  In 1942, during the return of Northern Transylvania to 

Hungarian sovereignty, the base was reconstructed and the statue returned to its rightful place where it 

still stands today.  The inscription reads ‘MÁTYÁS MÉG ŐRT ÁLL KOLOZSVÁRON! (Mátyás still stands 

guard in Kolozsvár!).  The vignette’s ‘face’ value’ is 5 korona. 





 

 

 
 
 

WANTED:  Consignment material for SHP auctions. 
 

Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction 
chairperson, Anna Trischan: N49W16441 Lilac Lane, Menomonee Falls WI 53051 USA, 
email: shpauctioneer@gmail.com. You can set your starting price or consult with Anna to establish 
the same.  You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of 
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time. 

 
 

FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY 
 

Book # Volumes Years Cost 

1 1-3 1970-1972 $30 

2 4-6 1973-1975 $30 

3 7-9 1976-1978 $30 

4 10-12 1979-1981 $30 

5 13-15 1982-1984 $30 

6 16-18 1985-1987 $30 

7 19-21 1988-1990 $30 

8 22-24 1991-1993 $30 

9 25-27 1994-1996 $30 

10 28-30 1997-1999 $30 

11 31-32 2000-2001 $30 

12 * 33-36 2002-2005 $50 * 
 

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first 11 
books for $320.00.  * Book No. 12 costs $50 each.  Freight fees will be added to all orders.  Orders and 
inquiries should be sent to:  

 
Alan Bauer, P.O. Box 4028, Vineyard Haven, MA 02568; tel: (888) 868-8293,  

e-mail: baueralan0414@gmail.com 



 

 
 

THE RETURN OF THE EAST – 1940 
 
 

 

A cover sent from Nagyvárad to Budapest franked with two of the stamps commemorating the 

return of the eastern provinces and cancelled on October 1, 1940 with the commemorative 

Visszatért cancel for Nagyvárad. 

 

A Hungarian censored cover sent from Kolozsvár to Bratislava in Slovakia cancelled on  

September 30, 1940 with the commemorative Visszatért cancel for Kolozsvár (from the 

collection of Csaba Kohalmi). 


